
    
        Misdirected request...
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            If you are seeing this message, you have reached a service hosted by C&C Group.  Unfortunately, you have arrived
            using a route that was not expected.
        

        
            The service you are trying to reach is only allowed to be accessed using a VPN
            connection which has been pre-configured between your company's network and C&C Group's data centres.  However,
            you have reached us using the public internet.
        

        
        
            Diagnostics

             on one of the below images to read more detailed information:
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            What now?

            If you are trying to access a C&C Group service and have reached this page instead:

            	If you are working from home (or away from the office), make sure you are connected to your company's network
                    using any tools they have provided
	Contact your company's network security team and advise them of this issue
	If you have used this service before, tell your network team where you were when you last used it
	If you have not used this service before, it may still need to be configured by us


            If you are supporting your company's network and have reached this page during diagnostics:

            	Confirm your VPN device has established both Phase 1 and Phase 2 security associations to
                    C&C Group's data centres
	Confirm your end-user's device is in a network segment that is allowed to route across the VPN to
                    C&C Group's data centres
	Confirm your end-user's traffic is source-translated to a subnet which has been pre-agreed as part of
                    the VPN design
	If you need further assistance, contact the C&C Group Customer Support helpdesk; details can
                    be found by  this link


        
    
    
        
            
                If you are working from home, you should make sure you are connected to your company's network.  To do this, you may
                need to start a VPN client and log in.

                If you do not know how to access your company's network, contact your company's IT support helpdesk.

            

            Close
        
        
            
                If you are working from a branch office, your company network may need to route traffic from your office to its
                   central hub before it can send your requests to our service.

                If you do not usually work from this office, your network team may not have configured this routing before.

            

            Close
        
        
            
                If you are a third-party supplier or contractor accessing this system on behalf of your client, you must first
                   establish a secure connection to your client's network.

                Your client's network security team must configure their network devices to allow you to access the services hosted by
                   C&C Group, using the site-to-site VPN tunnels which we have already configured.

            

            Close
        
        
            
                Your company's network security team is responsible for routing all traffic from their end-user devices to this
                   service, using the VPN tunnels which we have previously configured.

                Your network traffic may pass through one or more devices before it reaches something which knows how to get to
                   C&C Group using the VPN tunnels.  The path your requests take before reaching us is often deliberately
                   hidden to improve security.

                The IP addresses of the devices that were included in the path of your request were: 
                   (no exposed addresses).  Your company's network team will need to make sure that the devices seen in 
                   the path are included in rules that direct traffic across the VPN.

                Because we can't see all the devices in your network, your network team may ask you to run various diagnostics
                   tools from your computer, to try and identify which devices are missing the required configuration.

                Examples of commands you might be asked to run are:

                	ipconfig /all
	tracert www.severntrentservices.it
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                Before leaving your company's network, your traffic must have its source IP address translated from the addresses
                   your network recognises to the addresses we have previously agreed you can use.

                During the initial discovery and configuration process, your network team will have agreed to perform this translation
                   for all traffic, regardless of whether it came from a main office, branch office, remote worker or third-party
                   supplier.

                If you are seeing this message, it is possible that not all locations or network segments are correctly triggering the
                   translation rules on your network's outbound firewall.

                Your network team may need to add your location's IP subnet into an access list or object group – or otherwise
                   create an exceptional NAT policy – before it is included in the
                   rules.

                At the first point where C&C Group saw your network traffic, it presented with the source IP address:
                   107.20.76.243.  Check that this address is inside the pre-allocated subnet for the VPN tunnel.

            

            Close
        
        
            
                By default, your network probably sends all traffic that it does not recognise to a gateway device in your
                   ISP's network.  Your ISP then routes that traffic to us across the
                   public internet.

                Since this service must be accessed using a private VPN, your company's network team must identify and create
                   exceptions to this default routing, so traffic intended for our network is first encrypted by the VPN tunnel.

                C&C Group do provide certain hosted services across the public internet.  If access via VPN is
                   unsuitable for your needs—and if your company's policies allow it—contact your Account Manager at
                   C&C Group to discuss alternative connectivity options.

            

            Close
        
        
            
                In nearly all cases, a problem has occurred with routing or network address translation, inside your company's network,
                   before reaching the VPN devices.

                However, if your network's routing, NAT and/or VPN encryption all occur on the same device, you may need additional 
                   rules to prioritise NAT before VPN encryption.

                If this is a new service, it is possible that the VPN tunnel has not yet been fully configured.
                   Both C&C Group and your company's network security team must configure their own VPN devices before a tunnel
                   can be established.

                If this is not a new service, ask your network team to check that their VPN device sees that both
                   Phase 1/IKE and Phase 2/IPSec security associations are correctly established, and that a dynamic routing
                   policy is not preventing traffic reaching the VPN device.

                It is normal for a VPN device to close down a tunnel if it has not been not been used for a while.  In most cases,
                   tunnels are re-opened automatically, when they are next needed (although this may take a few seconds).

                However, some networks with dynamic routing policies only attempt to route traffic to the VPN device when the tunnels
                   are established, and revert to using the default internet route when they are not.  If your device is doing this, you
                   may need to add static routes to override the default behaviour and ensure your traffic always attempts to start the
                   VPN tunnel.

                Note that some VPN device vendors combine address translation rules and VPN traffic selectors in a single
                   configuration item.  If you are setting up a new VPN tunnel to access this service, you must use a device that allows
                   you to NAT your end-users' outbound traffic into the subnet we have agreed to use as the encryption domain.
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                C&C Group operates hosted services from multiple data centres.  This is to provide resilience and recovery
                   options in the event of an unforeseen issue at a single location.

                Your company's network team must establish VPN tunnels to each data centre we are using for your services, and must
                   route traffic intended for those data centres via the VPN tunnels.

                If you are seeing this message, it is possible that your network team has only established a tunnel to one of our
                   data centres, but the service you want to use is hosted at another.  If this is the case, an additional tunnel must
                   be requested.

            

            Close
        
        
            
                We saw you were trying to access www.severntrentservices.it.
                
If this is the first time you have tried to access the service, it is possible that it has not yet been configured.

                If you have been informed by C&C Group that your application is ready to go, but you are still seeing this
                   message, please contact our Customer Support helpdesk.
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